Child Nutrition Corner-Food Inspires
Our January/February promotion is titled “Wild for Rice”.
Let’s get wild (with some wild rice facts). How wild are these facts about wild rice? Pretty
wild! Okay, they’re not that wild, but they are pretty interesting.
•

First of all, wild rice isn’t rice…but it is wild. It’s actually an aquatic grass with grains that look,
feel like, and taste like rice. Its closest relatives are other cereals such as corn, wheat, rice, and
barley, as well as bamboo.

•

Wild rice is also known as “water oats,” “Indian rice,” or “Canada rice.” That’s because it’s the
only grain native to North America, primarily in lakes and riverbeds in and around Minnesota
and central Canada. Today, however, most commercial varieties are cultivated in man-made
rice “paddies” in California.

•

The wild rice that was grown and harvested for centuries by Native Americans was naturally a
brownish-green color. However wild rice producers in the 20th century began to hybridize
different wild rice varieties, leading to the commercially dominant style of wild rice on the market
today: black-grained.

•

Many wild rice producers still use the traditional method of harvesting, which is both a simple,
straightforward process…and hard work. Two people travel by a canoe out into the water where
the rice is ready to harvest. The “poler” sits in the back of the canoe and uses an oar to push the
canoe through the water and plants. The “knocker” stands up in the middle of the boat and uses
a stick to bend the 10-foot-tall wild rice stalks over the boat. He uses another long stick to knock
grains out of the stalks and into the boat.

•

Harvested grains are then taken to shore where, traditionally, they were heated in an open drum
over a fire. That not only imparts a smoky flavor but dries and preserves the rice. (Today, wild
rice grains are industrially par boiled.)

This photo shows four wild rice seeds, or kernels, still in their inedible hulls, and one seed removed from
its hull.

This photo shows wild rice before it’s cooked.

Like most other slow-cooking whole grains, wild rice is now available in quick cooking versions, making it
convenient no matter how much time you have to cook. Because it’s partially pre-cooked, Quick-Cook
Wild Rice can be ready and on the table in as little as five minutes.

Wild rice can be ground into a delicious gluten-free flour and used to bake other foods. (Yes, it’s right
there on Amazon. Who knew?) A warm tan in color, wild rice flour is best used when mixed with other
flours in breads, muffins, pancakes, waffles and cookies.
We plan to try wild rice in salads and in some of our breads. Check our menus in January and February.
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